
Aquatic AV Announces New Products 

Expansion into new markets brings state-of-the-art product production to exceed industry standards 

San Jose, California, USA – April 5th, 2019 – Aquatic AV, the leading manufacturer of multi-

environment entertainment products, is proud to announce the launch of three new products – 

the CP6, MP6, and WR6. These products have been in production for some time and were 

crafted to compete with industry standards of weatherproof stereos and accompanying 

remotes.  

The MP6 is a marine and spa stereo engineered with a shallow mount, making this product 

ideal for installations with limited mounting depth. The MP6 supports a large range of media 

including Bluetooth, USB, DAB+, MP3, AM, FM, and Aux. With the option of connecting up to 8 

speakers, there will never be a dull moment.  

Continuing to cater to capacity accommodations, the CP6 marine and spa stereo is the most 

compact stereo that Aquatic AV has ever produced, giving the utmost flexibility to install in the 

most limited spaces. Not to be fooled for its size, the quality of audio and options are not 

compromised, offering the same media options and speaker connectivity as the MP6. With the 

combination of listening to audio of your choice and equipment that doesn’t take up much 

room at all, the overall experience of this product the most accessible in its line. 

The weatherproof WR6 marine remote control was designed for use with waterproof Aquatic 

AV 6-series marine stereos. The remote comes stocked with 2-way communication allowing 

system control remotely while simultaneously viewing the song, track, and other system 

information on the back-lit LCD screen.   

“The MP6 and CP6 are nothing like any stereo we've built before. We’ve crafted the shape and 

size of these stereos purposefully, to be the most accessible and flexible for any given space” 

said CEO, Robert Fils.  

It comes as no surprise that the award-winning, Aquatic AV, continues to surprise the market 

with competitive products at an instant.  

Founded in February of 2005, this family owned, and operated business has built a global 

presence. With the launch of these new products, Aquatic AV hopes to maintain its reputation 

for having reliable, waterproof products at a consumer-friendly price point. For more 

information, please go to www.aquaticav.com. 

 

http://www.aquaticav.com/

